
Although COVID-19 case rates have declined across

South Gloucestershire, Bristol and Bath & North East

Somerset, there are hotspots that are bucking the

trend, and local hospitals and healthcare services

remain under intense pressure. 

While the latest weekly figures for South Glos on Monday

showed an infection rate of 342.7 per 100,000 population

– a fall of 15% on the previous week - rates across the

Kingswood North area have been above 900 in recent

days. 

Latest figures from B&NES Council on Monday

showed the district’s rate had fallen from 394 to 294 per

100,000, but with a spike in cases including in Keynsham

North.

On the same day Bristol reported an infection rate of 381

new cases per 100,000 population using data from 13th

January to 19th January. This was lower than the previous

seven days of 452 new cases per 100,000 but areas

including Fishponds North and areas of South Bristol have

been seeing a spike.

The national infection rate published on Monday was 438

new cases per 100,000.

Everyone is being reminded to take extra care to reduce

the spread and to stay at home and leave only for essential

purposes.

A rapid test centre for people without symptoms was

opening today (Wednesday) at Kingswood Leisure Centre

as South Glos Council extends community testing to find

residents who have COVID-19 but are not symptomatic. 

The priority is those who cannot work from home and

who have to be in contact with colleagues and the public

to do their jobs.

Rapid testing has already been taking place at Bradley

Stoke Leisure Centre and the council is also looking into

a potential third location to ensure that those who want to

get tested can do so as close to home as possible.

The test uses a sample of saliva to look for signs of

COVID-19 and returns results within an hour.

The Kingswood site will initially be open five

days a week (Monday, Wednesday, Friday, Saturday and

Sunday) from 9am to 5pm for pre-booked appointments

only. Slots can be booked at https://beta.southglos.

gov.uk/book-rapid-flow-test/

South Gloucestershire Council says its local contact

tracing service is actively reaching out to those who have

tested positive to make sure they keep themselves and the

virus isolated. In the past few weeks, the service has

successfully completed contact tracing with more than 70

people testing positive for COVID-19 who would not

have otherwise been contacted. The local team

complements the Test and Trace Service by picking up

calls where the national team have been unable to get hold

of cases for a period of 24 hours.

Meanwhile Kingswood Rugby Club has opened its car

park to become a testing centre for people with symptoms.

And the mobile testing unit at Cleve Rugby Club at

Mangotsfield is being upgraded after being approved as a

Local Testing Site. Mobile ones can be moved at short

notice but the new semi-permanent structure, which offers

more protection from the elements, is expected to remain

at Cleve for between three and six months. It was being

built today (Wednesday); tomorrow will be a pilot day at

reduced capacity before it ‘goes live’ on Friday.

New vaccine centre
The roll-out of the coronavirus vaccine continues with

another large-scale vaccination centre for pre-arranged

appointments opening in our area on Monday.

Continued on page 3
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Police officers from the South West

Regional Organised Crime Unit

swooped on a house in Oldland

Common last Tuesday at 1pm.

At the same time as they were carrying

out the warrant at his home in High

Street in Oldland Common, a 33-year-

old man was arrested on Albion Street

in Cheltenham on suspicion of being

concerned in the supply of class A

drugs and suspicion of possession of a

firearm. A second man, aged 42, from

Bishops Cleeve, near Cheltenham, was

also arrested on suspicion of being

concerned in the supply of class A

drugs.

Two further arrests were made last

Thursday. A 38-year-old man from

Mangotsfield and a 34-year-old man

from Fishponds were both arrested on

suspicion of being concerned in the

supply of class A drugs.

The arrests were part of an ongoing

investigation by the South West

Regional Organised Crime Unit. Police

say that all four men have been released

under investigation.

Last week’s operation in Oldland saw

several police vehicles parked in and

around the High Street and The Clamp,

including a dog handler. Two police

vans were parked in the car park of

Oldland Surgery while the raid was

carried out nearby.

Continued from front page
As well as the one at Ashton Gate there is now one at

Bath Racecourse at Lansdown. It is open seven days a

week between 8am and 8pm. 

Health chiefs for the B&NES, Swindon and Wiltshire

Clinical Commissioning Group say that people currently

eligible for a coronavirus vaccine and living within a 45-

minute drive are being written to in the coming days

with details of how to book an appointment. 

Any person who receives a letter will then be able to

choose whether to have the vaccine there or to wait to

be invited to a GP-led vaccination clinic, which could

be at a GP practice or other community venue. 

First West of England is running a dedicated bus service

taking customers to and from Bath Racecourse. Service

32 from Bath Bus Station Stand 15 are running daily

from Monday every 20 minutes from 7am to 8pm. The

journey will take approximately 15 minutes each way,

with the last service returning from the Racecourse at

8.20pm.

• High street pharmacies will also be coming on board

as the NHS accelerates its biggest vaccination

programme ever. Stores capable of delivering large

volumes while allowing for social distancing are initially

being selected to give the best geographical spread.

Police raid house as man is
arrested over suspected
drugs and firearm offences 

COVID-19 cases fall across

our area but infection

hotspots cause concern

Police vans parked at Oldland Surgery – the search was not connected
with the practice



A new eye hospital has

opened in Warmley this

month and aims to treat up

to 50 patients per day.

Boasting first-class facilities

and the latest technology,

SpaMedica is based in

Corum 2 on the Corum

Office Park in Crown Way.

SpaMedica is a leading UK

provider of ophthalmology

services for NHS patients

and is the UK’s largest NHS

cataract surgery provider.

SpaMedica surgeons carry

out more than 39,000 eye

surgeries per year, of which

99% are for the NHS. It has

22 state-of-the-art hospitals

across England and offers a

door-to-door transport

service for eligible patients.
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Saltford Lawn Tennis Club in Wedmore Road

have been granted planning permission for a new

clubhouse..

The new single-storey pavilion will be in the same

location as the existing one, which is in a poor condition,

but will be larger and include a toilet.

The club say they have seen a significant recent increase

in membership and the quality of their newly surfaced

courts had further highlighted the shortcomings of the old

pavilion.

New pavilion
for tennis club

New eye hospital
opens in Warmley

Keep in touch, let us know what

you think, send us your news

www.facebook.com/theweekin
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Developers have won planning permission

to build five homes near the gateway to

Hanham from the Bristol direction.

Kildare Homes CDC Ltd’s plans are for

three-bed houses on the area of scrubland

overlooking the roundabout on the A431,

near the new Magpie Court development.

Access to the four semis and one detached

home, which will have a contemporary

design and be two-storey, will be from

Tabernacle Road.

The principle of development had already

been agreed through an application granted

in 2006. The developers said the new

proposal provides one extra home to make

more efficient use of space.

Hanham Parish Council was concerned

about access to the site as the entrance is at

the start of a narrow one-way section of

Tabernacle Road leading to a junction onto

the main A341 through Hanham. Four local

residents also raised concerns, including

about the proposed access being too narrow,

the extra traffic and on-street

parking, overlooking, noise,

loss of views and insufficient

landscaping.

The existing access onto

Tabernacle Road will be

widened to allow vehicles to

come in and out, including

delivery vehicles. This will

require relocation of the one-

way sign, the removal of a

sign opposite and an

alteration to the one-way

Traffic Regulation Order so

the developer has agreed to

contribute £7,000 towards the

cost.

In line with council parking

standards, the five three-bed

houses will each have two parking spaces

plus one visitor space for the site. Each home

will also have a store for two cycles.

A revised landscaping plan was submitted

after initial concerns from the council’s

landscape architect. 

In granting permission, council planners said

that given the location and scale of the

proposed buildings, the development

would not result in a level of overbearing

impact or loss of privacy that would justify

refusal.

Developers win permission to
build five homes on scrubland



Lockdown walkers are being urged to

follow the Countryside Code and not feed

horses as it could kill them.

The lanes around Bitton, Upton Cheyney

and Beach have seen an influx of visitors

taking exercise during lockdown.

Speaking at last week’s virtual Oldland,

North Common & Siston Community

Engagement Forum meeting hosted by

South Gloucestershire Council, Cllr Erica

Williams, who represents the Bitton ward

and chairs Bitton Parish Council, asked that

people are respectful while visiting her area.

She urged them to keep off farmers’ land,

not to trample crops and most importantly

not to feed horses as there have been reports

in parts of the country of horses dying after

being fed by well-meaning visitors.

The Whitchurch-based charity HorseWorld

has also put out a message urging people not

to feed horses, saying it is seeing more and

more distressing images of horses who have

died, seemingly due to being fed by passers-

by.

“Horses look like they're big, robust

creatures but the reality is that on the inside

they're incredibly sensitive and even the

smallest amount of the wrong food could

have tragic consequences. Every horse is

different and there's no way of telling what

the effect could be to that animal, so please

don’t feed them anything.”

• Last Monday’s forum also heard from

Siston Hill resident Ian Adams who said that

access points to open spaces in the area have

become very boggy. 

He asked if South Gloucestershire Council

could put down some mulch to make it easier

for people to get out and about and not slip

over. 

He highlighted three areas where it is

particularly bad - where Siston Common

links with Felicity Park, the path that skirts

the pond in Felicity Park, which he described

as being “like a quagmire”, and by the five-

bar gate at the entrance to the common near

Hot Water Lane.

See Letters, page 8
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Plea to lockdown walkers
to respect the countryside

People going to the nature reserve at

Willsbridge Mill for their exercise during

lockdown are being urged not to visit in

large groups.

Willsbridge Mill Community Refresh

(WMCR), the team who look after the site,

say that while they appreciate all their

visitors, they need to make sure that it’s a

safe place and that current Government

guidelines are being adhered to.

“It has come to our attention that this may

not be the case, especially with social

distancing, and the meeting of large

groups.

“The latest guidelines state that you can

meet up with one other person, or your

support bubble at an outside venue, and

only once per day. Please make sure when

visiting the mill you are not meeting with

large groups. This is against the law.”

WMCR have warned that violation of the

rules could result in them having to close

the car parks at Long Beach Road and the

Mill to reduce the amount of visitors.

The team say they are also disappointed

that signs put up recently to keep dogs

under control have been vandalised. “It’s a

real shame a small minority of people

think this is acceptable,” they wrote on

their Facebook page.

‘Stick to the rules’ message
to nature reserve visitors

The sign in the Long Beach
Road car park

One of the vandalised signs
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Fears have been raised that a planning

application to use agricultural land in the

picturesque Leap Valley in Downend as an

“eco domestic garden” could pave the way

for residential development.

A petition has been submitted to South

Gloucestershire Council against the proposal

for a field at Baugh Farm which also

includes the retention of an area of

hardstanding. 

Started by local resident James Weaver, the

petition against Daveene McCallion’s plans

has been signed by 153 people objecting to

plans “to convert the woodland and wildlife

area at Baugh Farm along the Leap Valley

into residential use”.

The council has also received letters of

objection with concerns that the access to the

site via Bury Hill View is congested due to

the vehicles associated with numerous

tenants living at Baugh Farm.

Breaches of planning regulations at the site

and ongoing enforcement investigations are

highlighted and there are fears that if the

planning application is approved, it would

only be a step away from potential

residential development.

One local resident says there has already

been “catastrophic tree and vegetation losses

and consequential habitat destruction” on the

field; they say the site is classed as a flood

risk, which is why the nearby housing estate

wasn’t developed any further.

The resident adds that prior to being sold,

there was an agreement that the site was

subject to a covenant against development.

Downend & Bromley Heath Parish Council

has objected to the proposal, saying that

change of use is unnecessary as the applicant

currently has “all the permissions she needs

to achieve her stated aims in accordance with

the covenant.”  The council adds that

residential development would be “out of

keeping” with the local area.

The applicant’s planning consultant

acknowledges that the site has a pending

enforcement notice appeal and the

application is in part designed to rectify

some of the issues in the enforcement case. 

He says the site lies within the settlement

boundary where development is considered

accepted: “The surrounding area is

characterised by residential properties with

large domestic gardens and therefore, the

proposal will not look at of place within the

locality and will not adversely affect the

character of the area.”

He adds: “My client will manage this site in

an ecologically sensitive way and seek to

continually improve its ecology and intends

this to be an eco-domestic garden enhancing

wildlife and biodiversity.”

Plans spark development fears
in woodland

Baugh Farm



Bias against GPs for

vaccine roll-out?
Dear Editor    

As an over-75-year-old, I have just received

the Government's invitation letter to book my

first COVID vaccination. Although it does

mention in passing that I may choose to wait

for my GP practice to arrange a vaccination,

the general tone of the letter is to encourage

me to use the internet to “book as soon as

possible”. 

Out of curiosity, I decided to try a booking,

which is simple to do. I chose the Ashton Gate

hub and was given a list of available dates to

choose from. As the first date was 10 days

ahead, and I would prefer to have my jab

locally via my GP practice, which has already

been inoculating patients very efficiently since

mid-December, I decided not to proceed with

the online booking. A wise move as my GP

practice has now offered me an inoculation

before the earliest date available from the

Government system.

It appears there are two separate systems at

work here. A Government-operated one and a

GP local one, both aimed at vaccinating as

many people as possible in a short time. What

surprises me is that, although there have been

over nine months to plan and implement a

single system, the Government has not done

so. It appears to have ignored the GP practices.

Another interesting factor has come to my

notice. The organisation performing the

inoculation is the one which gets paid to do it.

Thus, the Government is encouraging people

to book through the central system, which

excludes their local GP practices, resulting in

patients choosing not to use their local GP

practice. The consequences of this are that

income is being directed away from GPs to the

centre, or worse still to third parties such as

commercial pharmacies. In addition, the

patient may be choosing to use a less

convenient location for vaccination than their

local GP practice.

The cynical view is the Government is

encouraging as many patients as possible to

go the hubs, etc. to boost the numbers so the

Government can claim the credit directly. This

is to the detriment of supporting the GPs who

are providing a better and local service in

many cases.

Ken Kemp, Longwell Green

Alert over duplicate

invitations for jab
Dear Stephen    

I received by post last Wednesday an

invitation to be vaccinated at Ashton Gate,

which I duly booked online. Next day I had a

test message from my local GP surgery

inviting me to be vaccinated there! As this was

not only more convenient, but it also was a

week earlier, I booked that one in preference. 

That was straightforward but a difficulty then

arose when I attempted to cancel Ashton Gate.

Since this has to be done by phoning the very

busy 119 it took so long and was very

convoluted that I almost gave up. However, I

did eventually (late in the afternoon) get

through and the process then was simple and

efficient.

With the opening of so many vaccination

centres, I'm sure that this duplication is

inevitable until, perhaps, the system has been

tweaked to iron out the problem. But until

then, I would urge everyone who encounters

this situation to persevere with cancellation to

ensure that no vaccination slots are lost

through their non-attendance.

It goes without saying that this could be a

matter of life or death to someone else.

Mike Openshaw

Hanham

Praised for vaccine clinic

in Keynsham
Dear Sir    

I have just come back from being ‘jabbed’ at

West View Surgery in Keynsham and feel I

must write to congratulate everyone there on

the fantastic organisation. 

Not only did it all go without a hitch, it was

conducted in an atmosphere of warmth and

optimism which is, sadly, lacking at the

moment but which we are all sadly in need of.

So well done and thank you to everyone

involved.

Julia Chandler

Happy memories of the

Whitfield Tabernacle
Dear Sir    

Reading the article about Whitfield Tabernacle

brought back happy memories of times there

many years ago. In the early 1950s I was a

choirboy and remember entering a small rear

door to the chapel and climbing the stairs to

the choir – raised high above the congregation

and pulpit. I recall our presentation of the

Messiah one particular Easter.

Choir practice was held in the older, original

building adjoining Park Road, held in the

smaller back room one evening each week.

Mrs Hopes, a member of the family who ran

Hopes clothing shop in Regent Street and

lived in one of the large houses in The Park,

made coconut icing and used to bring slabs of

it for youngsters to have if we had attended

chapel and choir rehearsal. A real treat to

savour. In the late 1950s and early ’60s, the

old building was used by the Post Office in

Hanham Road as a sorting office for

Christmas mail. As a young student, my uncle

who worked for the PO obtained a job for me

each year, sorting letters through the night in

the larger hall. The small back room then had

a coal fire for us to warm our hands whilst

seated on old bus seats.

Such simple yet happy times.

Tony Dolman, Soundwell

Sign of the times?
Dear Editor    

I wonder if your readers could offer a

suggestion for the correct speed limit for the

rural stretch of Courtenay Road, Keynsham? 

At the moment it seems to be 30mph if

entering the stretch of road as it passes the

community woodland (picture 1), whereas for

the same stretch entering from the other

direction,  joining it from Manor Road, 60mph

(national speed limit) seems to be fine (Picture

2)?   

Of course the rest of Courtenay Road is

clearly marked as 20mph - though those using

the road as a rat run to and from Saltford or

Bath have yet to notice!

Charles McLaughlin

Get pruning
Dear Editor    

Many residents have shrubs, bushes, hedges

or trees growing on their boundary with a

pavement or footpath. Some residents have let

this vegetation grow into the path of

pedestrians who these days need to give a

social distance from other pedestrians.

To remove these obstructions the resident

often needs little more than a pair of shears

and a collection bag. In these COVID times,

many have both the opportunity and time to

do a little pruning for the good of our

community. Please cut it back.

Robin Champion

Please follow the

Countryside Code
Dear Sir    

Like many of your readers, I live in a rural

setting and have of course noticed an increase

in walkers, runners, cyclists and horse riders

in the last year; as would most readers in

similar locations. 

It is fantastic that more people are enjoying

our beautiful countryside, but sad that when

you walk out you see how much extra litter is

in the hedgerows and grass verges. 

I am sure that the majority of readers would

not dream of leaving anything except a

footprint while enjoying the outdoors;

however, it never hurts to have a quick

reminder of the Countryside Code, it is only

10 points but when observed, it certainly

makes for a more pleasant experience for

everyone! 

Respect, protect, enjoy and be safe,

Liz Richardson

Why are poppy wreaths

not collected?
Dear Sir    

As I know councillors are regular readers of

your paper, may I please ask with the fullest

respect to our heroes, through your paper, why

the council does not authorise the collection

of the wreaths by a certain date each year

instead of just leaving them, and in doing so

lose the significance of the message of

Remembrance Sunday.

B Charles
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SUNDAY CHEMISTS
Sunday 31st January

Boots, Gallagher Retail Park, Longwell Green

(10.30am-4pm) 

Asda, Longwell Green (10am-4pm) 

Boots, Emersons Green Retail Park (10.30am-4.30pm)

Sainsbury’s, Emersons Green Retail Park 

(9.30am-4.30pm)

Stockwood Pharmacy, 78 Hollway Road, BS14 8PG

(9am-7pm) 

Keynsham Pharmacy, 15 Station Road, BS31 2BH

(10am-4pm)

Tesco, Callington Road, Brislington (10am to 4pm)

Morrisons, 688-718 Fishponds Road, Fishponds

(10am-4pm)

Boots, Avonmeads Retail Park, St Philips Causeway

(11am-5pm)
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Sudoku
1-Easy 2 -Hard

Plans to create another fishing lake, increase the number

of caravans and have ‘glamping’ pitches at a campsite at

Bitton have been approved.

A field to the north of the site at Boyd Valley Lake already

had permission for up to 20 touring caravan/camping pitches;

the remainder operating under a licence from the Freedom

Camping Club for 30 tents. 

Site owner Peter Roberts’ planning application was for

another coarse fishing pond, an additional 15 caravan pitches,

plus another five pitches near the existing lower pond for

‘glamping’ in three small timber pods and two lodges. 

The site is close to the Cotswolds Area of Outstanding

Natural Beauty and a conservation area.

South Gloucestershire Council received more than 90 letters

or emails in favour of the proposals but there were also

almost 100 objections, with concerns about it being

inappropriate development in the Green Belt and the effect

of additional caravans and motorhomes in the local lanes that

are well used by walkers, cyclists and horse riders. 

Also highlighted were fears of an increase in uncontrolled

noise from the site, particularly as Boyd Valley Lake’s

website advertises glamping “for a family gathering or a

glamorous hen party”.

Harm to neighbours’ privacy and concerns that another lake

would make local flooding worse were also raised. 

However, the planning officers did not consider that the

development would harm the Green Belt, and other council

departments raised no objections in terms of conservation,

landscaping, ecology and environmental protection.

Highways officers said the proposals would not generate

enough traffic to have a significant impact on the local

highway network, It was also considered that the level of

noise created would not have an unacceptable adverse impact

on people living nearby. There was no objection from the

council’s environmental health team or from the police, while

the flood authority did not raise any objections either. 

But with such a high number of objections from local

residents, ward councillors Paul Hughes and Erica Williams

called in the plans for the council’s Development

Management Committee to decide, rather than delegate it the

planning team.

Cllr Williams, who also chairs Bitton Parish Council, told

last Thursday’s virtual committee meeting that the parish

council had strongly objected to further development at the

site. She said that most people who voiced objections would

be directly affected by the additional noise and traffic that

would be generated, and stressed the site is in a rural area

designated as ‘Quiet Lanes’.

She stressed it is not a holiday destination, adding that local

residents have been caused “considerable distress” by noise

from late-night parties. She said: “There is no on-site

monitoring of any night-time noise at all.”

However, the committee accepted the recommendation to

grant approval, with just one councillor voting against.

A condition imposed is that no amplified music is allowed

between 8pm and 8am. 

And a liaison group will be set up between the parish council,

owner and local residents to discuss any issues that arise. 

Plans for more caravans and fishing
at leisure site are approved

A community organisation in Keynsham is giving away

free DIY energy efficiency products to people struggling

to keep their homes warm this winter.  Keynsham

Community Energy has draught-proofing for doors,

windows and chimneys, and radiator reflectors available

for Keynsham residents who live in hard-to-heat homes.

It is able to provide the products thanks to a grant from

the Bath and West Community Energy Fund, which aims

to help people cut their energy bills and carbon emissions.

Anyone who would benefit from the products can get in

touch with Keynsham Community Energy at

www.keynshamcommunityenergy.org.uk or by calling

07801 462278.

Keynsham Community Energy can refer people who are

disabled or over 65 years of age to a Bristol-based charity

that gives advice on dealing with energy debt, grants,

benefits and funding for home insulation and heating

measures.

Help for those struggling to
keep warm this winter



Keynsham & District Mencap Society

launched their first online Christmas

donation appeal in December and raised

£1,000.

Christmas time is usually the society’s

busiest time for fundraising, events including

a stall at the town’s Winter Festival, an

afternoon tea party, smaller fundraising

activities at the individual clubs and then

finishing off with a public performance by

the Music Man Project. The pandemic meant

that the charity had to rethink its Christmas

fundraising efforts. 

Fundraiser Amanda Leonard said: “We had

an overwhelming response to the appeal from

the local community, who we are truly

thankful to. This money will go a long way

to enabling the staff and volunteers to

continue to reach out to the members during

these ever challenging times.”

The appeal included a platform for online

donations, text to donate schemes and

voluntary donations, and was supported by a

huge social media campaign.  

The appeal ended on 19th December with a

virtual musical performance by the Music

Man Project, the charity’s music tuition

group. They performed a selection of

Christmas songs and some of their favourites

that they have learnt at club. The virtual

concert was hosted on Facebook and is

available to watch on the charity’s YouTube

channel. 

Throughout the pandemic the Music Man

Project have continued to meet on Zoom to

practice and learn songs. 

They managed to get together once outside

at the end of the summer for a socially

distanced session.

You can follow the Music Man Project on

their Facebook page https://www.facebook.

com/MusicManProjectKeynsham

Crossword ACROSS
1. Lecturer (6)

4. Approach boldly (6)

8. Outdoor meal (6)

10. Guard (6)

11. Carried (5)

12. Saunter (6)

14. Facet (6)

16. Food regime (4)

17. Saucy (4)

19. Views (4)

22. Sixty minutes (4)

26. Treeless plain (6)

27. Fervent (6)

28. First Greek
letter (5)

29. Driving force (6)

30. Temper, toughen
(6)

31. Tolerate (6)

32. Sir Isaac ------,
mathematician (6)

DOWN

1. Meal (6)

2. Agreement (6)

3. Fit to eat (6)

5. Dairy food (6)

6. Opening, vent (6)

7. Assignations (6)

9. Young horse (4)

10. Break (4)

13. Lubricated (5)

15. Arrogant (5)

18. Sculpture (6)

19. Trapped (6)

20. Rubber (6)

21. Condiment (4)

22. Sunken boundary
(2-2)

23. Colour (6)

24. Feel remorse (6)

25. Taken dishonestly (6)

One woman from Hanham has taken full

advantage of the challenges we have all

faced over the last few months in an

extraordinary way.

Dr Marylane Barfield has used the time to

create a special lockdown art project,

taking inspiration from the community at

McCarthy & Stone’s Magpie Court

Retirement Living Plus development.

Dr Barfield, 83, has been a professional

painter since 1960. She lived in

Birmingham for 47 years, but, when her

husband passed away, she decided to

downsize to a low- maintenance apartment

at Magpie Court to be closer to her two

children.

She explains: “I first started the project to

keep me occupied during the lockdown

period, whilst also continuing doing

something I love. I began by completing

portraits of some of the other homeowners

living here at Magpie Court. I would take

photographs and very quick sketches and

work from those to create each painting. 

“I wanted to capture the energy and

character of the community around me

and, as I worked on the project, I

discovered the amazing stories each person

had to tell.

“It was truly fascinating to hear all their

different experiences and the life skills

they’ve acquired over the years. We’re all

a group of lively and active people, and I

really wanted to get that message across in

my work.”

McCarthy & Stone have now organised for

Dr Barfield’s paintings to be on display in

an exhibition at Magpie Court, giving

homeowners and their families the

opportunity to see the project in its entirety. 

Lockdown project paints
a picture of retirement 
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Mencap appeal raises £1,000

Dr Marylane Barfield
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Keynsham Rotary Club has announced

the winners of its Young Artist

Competition.

More than 60 entries were received from

schoolchildren. Year groups 2 to 6 were given

the theme of ‘Magical & Mythical Monsters’,

while Key Stage 3 and 4 pupils were asked

to create their work based on ‘One world - a

global view’.

The winner in Years 2, 3 & 4 was Oskar (with

runner-up Florence); in Years 5 & 6 the

winner was Louis (runner-up Rebecca); in

Key Stage 3 it was Arabella (runner-up

Aalia); while Nicky won in Key Stage 4

(runner-up Reubin).

Following on from the success of last year’s

Young Writer competition, Keynsham Rotary

is now launching the 2021 version. Devised

with the aim of giving young people another

focus during lockdown, this year’s

competition asks for entries of up to 500

words on the subject of ‘At the end of the

rainbow’ for Year groups 3 to 6 and ‘My

World’ for Key Stages 3 and 4.

More details and entry forms will be

available on the Keynsham Rotary website

(www.rotary-ribi.org - then search

Keynsham) from 8th February. 

Art winners announced as club
looks again for young writers 

The Bristol Older People’s Forum (BOPF)

has responded to the lockdown by moving

its regular meetings online.

In partnership with Bristol Ageing Better

(BAB), it has recently been running a

number of Challenging Ageism Workshops

on Zoom and the next one is on Thursday

4th February.

The two-hour workshop will enable

participants to explore their own thoughts

and experiences and look at ways of

building new approaches to tackling

ageism as an inequality. It will also focus

on how ageist beliefs and actions affect

both older and younger people.

The workshops also explore how the

COVID-19 crisis has highlighted ageist

policy decisions and look at ways we can

use to work towards a strategic approach

to eradicating structural ageism.

The workshops are delivered by Ian

Quaife, BOPF development and

engagement manager, and Bianca Rossetti,

who is the Bristol Ageing Better

programme officer. To register, visit the

Eventbrite website and search for

‘Challenging ageism’. Then select the date

of the workshop you wish to attend.

Forum challenges
age discrimination

Bristol Animal Rescue Centre (ARC) is

offering a low-cost cat neutering scheme

to help prevent thousands of unwanted and

abandoned felines.

The charity says that the restricted access

to neutering due to COVID-19 is likely to

result in an increased number of owned,

stray and feral cats giving birth. 

During the first lockdown, the Royal

College of Veterinary Surgeons (RCVS)

asked vets across the UK to provide

emergency and essential treatment only,

and practices were not able to offer routine

services such as neutering. This has led to

a backlog and even now, many owners are

struggling to access appointments for

neutering, as COVID safety measures

mean vets are still concentrating their

resources on more urgent cases.  Low-cost

neutering is even more difficult to access

at the moment. 

Cat spays will be £45 and castrations £35

for cat owners in receipt of a variety of

means-tested benefits. A free microchip is

also included. See the website at

www.bristolarc.org.uk  

Charity offers low-cost cat neutering scheme

Arabella Louis

Oskar
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The old railway bridge on the A37 at Whitchurch Village

is on a list of 134 disused structures that are under threat

of either demolition or infilling by Highways England, say

campaigners.

The Historical Railways Estate - or HRE - is owned by the

Department for Transport and managed on its behalf by

Highways England.

The HRE Group, a lobbying alliance of walking, cycling and

heritage campaigners, civil engineers and greenway

developers, have published a list of the structures they say

are affected. They say that most of the projects are being

progressed under permitted development powers to prevent

scrutiny through normal planning processes.

They have started a petition on the change.org website saying

that the UK’s developing network of

foot and cycle routes has brought new

life to many old railways over the past

50 years and that demolishing or

infilling hundreds of them could

compromise future greenway

schemes, as well as jeopardise railway

reopenings and extensions to heritage

lines.

The Whitchurch overbridge is the only

one in our area on the HRE At Risk

Structures list and brief notes attached

to the map suggest it would be

infilled. It also says that development blocks alignment on

the north side and questions whether there could be

pedestrian use as an underpass to avoid crossing the busy

road.

The old Whitchurch Halt railway station served the village

on the Bristol and North Somerset Railway. The cutting that

contained the halt was filled in around the mid-1970s.

This week a concerned Cllr Paul May, who represents the

Publow with Whitchurch ward on B&NES Council, thanked

The Week in for bringing the inclusion of the bridge on the

list to his attention.

He said: “There has been no consultation with me as the

representative for the area. I will seek local opinion and find

out what contact there has been with B&NES Council.”

He added: “The bridge is a transport source of problems but

just straight replacing it will make things worse. There are

properties really close to the bridge and there is no way

Highways England should even consider removing it without

proper consultation.”

Question mark over the
future of old railway bridge

Plans to turn Kendall Guest House in Saltford back into a

private house have been submitted to B&NES Council.

Permission for the B&B at No 472 Bath Road was granted

back in 1993 by the then Wansdyke District Council.

B&B conversion  
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Service Directory

Home

Maintenance

Home

Maintenance

Garden Services

An advert
like this costs

£21.00
+ VAT

per insert

Discounts are available for

multiple bookings starting at

2 weeks

An advert
like this costs

£21.00
+ VAT

per insert

Discounts are available for

multiple bookings starting at

2 weeks

HandymanAerials

Appliances

THE WEEK IN
adverts

call 
0117 986 0381

THE WEEK IN
adverts

call 
0117 986 0381

Blinds

Blinds

Crossword SolutionSudoku Solutions

4 2 8 1 5 3 9 6 7
9 3 7 6 8 2 5 4 1
1 6 5 7 9 4 8 3 2
7 8 9 4 2 6 1 5 3
5 4 6 3 1 8 7 2 9
3 1 2 5 7 9 4 8 6
6 7 4 9 3 5 2 1 8
8 5 1 2 6 7 3 9 4
2 9 3 8 4 1 6 7 5

2-Hard1-Easy

Electrical

Architectural

Services

Architectural

Services

Driveways
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Service Directory
Plumbing

Plumbing

Book a series

of adverts

and save

even more
Our Directory is the

perfect place to find a

local tradesperson.

Adverts cost £4.20 per

centimetre (min 5cm)

The more weeks you

book the cheaper

each insertion

becomes

1 week - £21

2 weeks - £18.90

4 wk - £17.85

6 wk - £16.80

8 wk - £15.75

12 wk - £14.70

26 wk - £13.65

52 wk - £12.60

All prices per week

exc VAT

You don't have to book

successive weeks. 

You can choose

fortnightly, monthly 

or specific insertion

dates as long as the

total number of

insertions booked

corresponds to the

discount rate.

Similar percentage
discounts apply equally
to larger sized adverts.

Call us now on

0117 986 0381

An advert
like this costs

£21.00
+ VAT

per insert

Discounts are available for

multiple bookings starting

at 2 weeks

Book a series

of adverts

and save

even more
Our Directory is the

perfect place to find a

local tradesperson.

Adverts cost £4.20 per

centimetre (min 5cm)

The more weeks you

book the cheaper

each insertion

becomes

1 week - £21

2 weeks - £18.90

4 wk - £17.85

6 wk - £16.80

8 wk - £15.75

12 wk - £14.70

26 wk - £13.65

52 wk - £12.60

All prices per week

exc VAT

You don't have to book

successive weeks. 

You can choose

fortnightly, monthly 

or specific insertion

dates as long as the

total number of

insertions booked

corresponds to the

discount rate.

Similar percentage
discounts apply equally
to larger sized adverts.

Call us now on

0117 986 0381

An advert
like this costs

£21.00
+ VAT

per insert

Discounts are available for

multiple bookings starting

at 2 weeks

Tree Services

Wanted

An advert
like this costs

£21.00
+ VAT

per insert

Discounts are available for

multiple bookings starting at

2 weeks

Locksmiths Roofing

Rubbish 
Clearance
Cheap and fast
We load and clear any 

household, garden, 
garage and shed 

clearance
Free estimates
Fully licensed
85% recycled

Call 0117 9373009
at anytime to book

DEADLINE FOR PLACING

DIRECTORY ADVERTS 

IS FRIDAY 4.30PM

DEADLINE FOR PLACING

DIRECTORY ADVERTS 

IS FRIDAY 4.30PM

Telephone

Engineers

Waste Disposal

Wigs

Painting

& Decorating

D.JAMES DECORATING

36 Years’ Experience

Qualified tradesman

Efficient/Reliable

References Available

07861 898902/

01275 831696

Or visit our website

www.djamesdecorating.com

Oven Cleaning
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